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INTRODUCTION 

ated  natural gas  occurrences of eastern Vancouver Island 
Continued strong  interest  in the  coal deposits and associ- 

and the  northern  Gulf  Islands  has  stimulated the reexamina- 
tion of critical  geological  relationships. The aim of this 
study is to provide  accurate geological  data to assist govem- 
men1 and  industry in assessing  the  remaining  resource 
potential of the Vancouver Island coalfields,  as well as 
identifying  potential for new discoveries of natural gas 
associated  with  the coal measures. 

This report  presents  preliminary  results of one  month's 
detailed  geological  mapping  near  Tsable River  and on Den- 
man  Island. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The study area includes Denman Island and part of the 

eastem coastal  lowland of Vancouver Island, between Rose- 
wall Creek in the  south  and  Union Bay in the north (Figure 

Cornox sub-basin of the Late  Cretaceous Georgia  Basin. 
4-4-1). This  area lies near  the geographic  centre of the 

and  side roads, as well as a dense network of unpaved 
Access  to the area is provided by a  few paved highways 

logging  roads. Many of the  bridges and  culverts  on  the 
logging roads were  washed  out during torrential  rains in the 
autumn of 1990, preventing vehicular access to large parts 
of the  area. 

while  land-use on Denman  Island is divided between tree 
Forestry is presently  the  only land-use near  Tsable  River, 

farms, dairy farms and rural residential  subdivisions. 

PREVIOUS WORK 

was by 1. Richardson (1873) of the  Geological Survey of 
The first  recorded  geological mapping in the study area 

Canada.  Coal deposits near  Tsable River (Williams, 1924) 
were studied in delail by McKende ( I  922) and Buckham 
(1957).  Denman  Island was mapped by Usher  (1952), 
Allmaras (1978) arid Bell (1960). Remapping  of the  study 
area by the British Columbia Geological Survey began in 
1987, and has continued through the autumn of 1991. (Bick- 
ford  and  Kenyon, 1988;  Bickford er a / . .  1990; Kenyon  and 
Bickford, 1989). 

STRATIGRAPHY 

Gulf  islands  are  part of the Nanaimo  Group of Turonian to 
The  coal  measures of eastern  Vancouver  Island and the 

Maastrichtian  age (England,  1990;  Haggart, 1991). The 
rocks  occupy  the  western erosional margin of the  Late 
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Cretaceous  Comox sub-basin of Georgia Bas] n. The Conox 
sub-basin  contains the Tsdble River, Cumber1 md, Cam[~lxll 
River  and Quinsam  coalfield$, )together wilt several c'ther 
minor  coal showings (Bickford and Kenyon, 988:  Bickford 
e/  a/.. 1990 Saunders ef a / . ,  1574; Table 4.. -I). 

TABLE 4-4-1 
LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY OF LATE  CRET. KEOUS 

ROCKS  WITHIN THIE STUDY  ARI A 

Formation: Map Member: De! cription: 
1l"it: ll"itl 

LSIllberl 15 - 

Denma" 14 Norman Pu nl 

13 Graham 

12 Madigan 

Trent River I I Willow  Paint 

10 Baynes Sound 

9 Royston 

X Tsable 

5 Cowie 

4 Cougilrsmitn 

2 Cumberland 

I Benso" 

419 

ldegroot
1991
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Figure 4-4-1. Geological  map of the Tsable  River and Denman Island study  area 
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SUBDIVISION OF THE TRENT  RIVER 
FORMATION 

bers  within  the  study  area. In order  from base to top of the 
The  Trent River Formation is divided into seven mem- 

formation, they are  the  Cougarsmith,  Cowie,  Puntledge, 
Browns, Tsable, Royrton, Baynes  Sound  and  Willow  Point 
members. 

The Cougarsmith  member  (Unit 4) is a new unit, com- 
prising  the  basal mudstones  and siltstones of the  Trent  River 
Formation, in  those  areas  where  the  overlying Cowie  sand- 
stones  are present. The  name Cougarsmith is derived from 
Cougarsmith  Creek, where  a  nearly complete section of the 
member is exposed. The Cougarsmith member is 18 to 22 
metres thick in the area between  Tsable  River  and Cou- 
garsmith Creek.  The Cougarsmith  mudstones  and  siltstones 

ward side of barrier  islands or offshore  bars. 
were probably deposited in sheltered lagoons  on the  land- 

The  Cowie  member  (Unit 5) is also a new unit, compris- 
ing thick-bedded to massive sandstones which  overlie  the 
Cougarsmith  member. These sandstones  were  first  recog- 
nized as  an informal.  unnamed unit by McKenzie (1922). 
The  name  Cowie is derived  from  Cowie  Creek, near the 
centre of the  presently  mapped  extent of the member. The 
member is 12 to IS metres thick in the area between  Tsable 
River and  Cougarsmith Creek.  The  Cowie  sandstones were 
probably  deposited as a  complex of harrier islands or off- 
shore bars. 

The  Baynes  Sound  member  (Unit 10) was first proposed 
by England (1989)  for  sandstones  and  conglomerates  on the 
western  shore of Denman  Island  southeast of Denman 
Point. Sandstones  and  conglomerates, probably  correlative 
with the  Baynes  Sound member, are  also exposed on hills to 
the east  and west of Langley Lake on Vancouver Island, 
where  they  were  previously  mapped  by  Bickford  and 
Kenyon (1988) as  the Protection Formation.  The  name 

between  Vancouver  and  Denman  Islands.  The  Baynes 
Baynes Sound is derived  from the  body of water which  lies 

Sound  member is 15 to  60 metres  thick  near  Langley Lake, 
and I O  to 25 metres  thick on  Denman Island. It was  proba- 
hly deposited in a submarine  fan, with the conglomerates 
possibly representing submarine channel  fills. 

The Willow  Point member  (Unit I I )  is a new unit, com- 
prising  sedimentary  rocks  previously  mapped as the Cedar 
District  Formation in the Comox  sub-basin  (Bickford, eral. ,  

occasional  thin, graded  beds of sandstone.  The  name 
1990).  It consists of dark grey mudstone  and siltstone with 

Willow Point is derived  from Willow Point  on the east coast 
of Vancouver  Island,  southeast of the town of Campbell 
River. The  member is 120  to  150 metres  thick on the 
western  side of Denman Island  (Davidson ef a/ . .  1965; 
Mahannah, 1964), where it is well exposed in wave-cut 
benches and sea  cliffs. It  was  probably deposited in  a  distal 
submarine  fan  environment. 

SUBDIVISION OF THE DENMAN  FORMATION 

bers,  following  suggestions  made  by  Bell  (1960)  and 
The  Denman Formation  has been divided  into three mem- 

Allmaras (1978).  From  bottom up, the three members  are 
named  Madigan,  Graham and  Norman. 
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thick-bedded to massive,  med um to (:oars( -grained,  light 
The Madigan member (Unit 12) is a ]new u i t ,  comprisir~g 

grey to greenish  grey sandstone!; with oxasic mnal thick ~nter- 
beds of siltstone  and  minor  pebble  conglomerate.  The 
Madigan sandstones  are gene!-ally poorly sor ed, and  locally 
contain very coarse  disseminatcd grain:; of q l a m  sand  The 
name Madigan is derived frorn Ihe historic h. adigan fann in 
the  central valley of Denman  I,rland. The II ember is . jS to 
75 metres  thick on the westem side of 1 enman  Island, 

probably  deposited below wavl: base, in a c, lntinental :,helf 
where i t  forms a  prominent east -dipping cue! la ridge. I w;is 

environment. 
The  Graham  member (Unit 13) is a new u i t ,  comprising 

thick-bedded to massive, loca:ly trough.cn ssbedded #:on- 
glomerates, with occasional thin to medium enticular  nter- 

derived from  Graham Lake  or! Denman Is1 md, wher: the 
beds of sandstone  and silt::tme. The naine  Graharn is 

conglomerates  are  well  exposed.  Clast  mrting ir the 
Graham  conglomerates  is  fair to g c o d  I lasts  are w d l  
rounded  and consist of large pebbles to co  lbles of  t8;Isalt 
with minor  granodiorite, sand:Stone, shale and red (:bet. 
Framework a-b imbrication i:; I(xally well d :veloped. Inci- 
cated  paleocurrent directions range from 02.1 ' to 200". aver- 
aging 114". The basal  contact of the Grah Im memter is 
generally erosional, while its top contact is gradational hy 

The  member  is  65  to 80 metre:; thick c o  De lman [sland.  It 
intertonguing with the overlyin;: Norman  PC  int sandst,:nes. 

within older continental-shell' deposits 
was probably  deposited in submarine c h  nnels, in,:iscd 

The Norman  Point member ':Unit 14.) is a Is0 a new IunLt, 
comprising  medium to thick.-bedded, med um to co~csc- 
grained, light grey  sandstone with oc<:asior al interhe<h {of 
dark  grey  siltstone. The  name Norman  Point s derived  from 
the point of land  south of Ford  COVI: on lornby Island, 
where  the sandstones  are well Iexposen. The top  contact (of 
the Norman  Point with the  overlying  Lambe I Formation is 
abrupt. The Norman Point mt:ntber is 25 to ;5 metres thick 
on eastern  Denman  Island, and at  least  40  netres thi':k  at 
Norman  Point. It was  probably  deposited be ow wave base, 
in a  continental-shelf environment. 

STRUCTURAL GEOL,<:GY 
The  dominant structural  fearure of the S I  Jdy area !i an 

east-dipping  homocline  within the sediment; ry rocks cl'the 
Nanaimo  Group.  The regional dip of the sed mentary  rocks 
is 10" to I 5' northeast. The hor-locline is dis  upted by .hrf!e 
sets of faults  as well as local fdds .  

which have various combinations of extensic nal and dr:dral 
Set I consists of subparailc:l, nonhwest. striking f;mlts, 

strike-slip  displacement.  Near  Tsable  River, most of the 
northwest-striking faults  dip sleeply to the lortheas!, .with 
the exception of several fault:, on  thc nor  h  bank of the 
Tsable  River,  southwest of Langley Lake, which dip t:, the 
southwest. On Denman Island. .the northwes  -striking  limlts 
dip steeply to the southwest. and have ex! msional offset 
down to the  southwest. Take:n as a whole,  the  northrier,t- 
striking  faults may he the surface  manifestat on of a 'flower 
structure', underlain at  depth :)y a major s rike-slip shear 
zone. 
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the  northeast  and east,  and  appear  to  be  younger than the 
Set 2 consists of near-vertical  cross-faults which strike to 

northwest-striking faults.  The  cross-faults have apparent 
sinistral strike-slip  displacements ranging from  less than 
100 to perhaps 1000 metres. 

Set 3 consists of bedding-plane  shear  zones, which are of 
indeterminate  age  relative  to the other  two  fault  sets. 
Bedding-plane  shears  are well exposed in shales and  coal 
beds  in  the canyons of Tsable River and Cowie  Creek and 
were  also  encountered in the  underground  workings of 
Tsable River colliery. 

Sedimentary  rocks of the Nanaimo  Group are sheared, 

ticularly adjacent  to the northwest-striking faults. 
cleaved and  strongly jointed adjacent to the faults, par- 

COAL  RESOURCE  POTENTIAL 
The  Comox No. 2 and No. 3 coal  beds  are of mineable 

thickness in the  Tsable River area. The  cover  over these two 
coal  beds increases rapidly to the  east and  northeast of their 
outcrops,  and is approximately 550 metres  thick along the 

on Denman Island. Previous  coal  mining  operations on 
western shore of Baynes  Sound,  and  675  to  950 metres thick 

Vancouver  Island  have  worked  at  depths as great  as 
540  metres,  although  at these depths the miners  encountered 

spontaneous  outbursts of gas  and  coal. It is unlikely  that 
severe  strata control problems such as floor  heave  and 

coal will be mined  beneath Baynes  Sound  or  Denman  Island 
within the foreseeable  future. 

Considerable  exploratory  drilling has  been done  along  the 
outcrop of the Comox  coal  beds between  Tsable River and 
Cougarsmith  Creek. Most boreholes  have been shallower 
than 300 metres,  and current  industrial  interest in the  area 
appears  to be concentrated on the  open-pit  mining potential 
of the  Comox coals. 

The  Comox No. 2 coal bed lies near the  top of the 
Cumberland  member of the  Comox  Formation.  It  was 
extensively worked  in the Tsable River  colliery, which  was 
abandoned in 1966  due to exhaustion of accessible  reserves. 
The  Comox No. 2 coal  bed is a composite of up to five 
individual  coal plies,  separated by thin partings of grey  silty 
mudstone  and  black  carbonaceous to coaly mudstone. Some 
of the coaly  mudstone  partings  are  sheared  and  soft,  and 
they  locally grade into  low-density canneloid  mudstone 
stony coal. 

The  coal of the No. 2 bed is bright to bright banded,  and 
is generally blocky  and hard.  Some plies of platy or  lami- 

platy  coal  makes a noticeable  conhibution to the waste 
nated coal  are  occasionally  present within  the  coal  bed: such 

dump  at Tsable River  colliery,  where it was  rejected as 
being  unmarketable  due  to its “shaly”  appearance.  The 
No. 2 coal  bed ranges in thickness  from 1.2 to 4.2 metres 
within the mined area,  and  boreholes indicate similar thick- 
nesses  elsewhere in  the  study  area. The  lower part of the  bed 
often  consists of inferior,  dirty or  “bony”  coal, with ash 
contents greater than 25 per  cent. 

Cumberland member. The rock parting between  the No. 2 
The  Comox No. 3 coal  bed lies near the  middle of the 

and No. 3 coal  beds is IO to 20 metres  thick,  and  consists of 
a coarsening-upward unit of mudstone,  sandy siltstone and 
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sandstone. The coal  bed is a composite of at least  three 

carbonaceous and  coaly mudstone.  The partings are  gener- 
individual  coal  plies,  separated by thin partings of black 

and  locally sheared and platy. 
ally sheared  and flaky, while  the  coal itself is bright banded, 

Boreholes indicate that the No. 3 coal bed is 1.0 to 
4.1 metres thick within  the  study area  (Saunders et a / . ,  
1974). The upper  and lower  contacts of the  coal  bed are 
often gradational, marked by thin interbeds of coal and 
mudstone. 

bituminous rank. Significant  down-dip  increase in coal  rank 
The  Comox  coals at Tsable River are of high-volatile  A 

at Tsable River is unlikely, given the  predeformational tim- 
ing of coalification in the  area  (Kenyon  and  Bickford, 

Most of the drilling  within  the  Tsable River  coalfield has 
been  confined to the  vicinity of  the  outcrops of the  Comox 
coal beds. Very little drilling  has  been done to establish the 
down-dip continuity of the coals  at  depths greater  than 
approximately 300 metres. The  few  deep boreholes suggest 
that  the Comox  coals  may  become dirtier to the east  (Buck- 
ham,  1957) and  the aggregate  thickness of coal may be 
somewhat  less than that near  the  outcrops. 

Buckham  (1957)  reported  an  unclassified  reserve of 
6.2 million tonnes  for coal in place along  the  outcrop belt 
between  Tsable River and  Cougarsmith Creek. 

1989). 

GAS  RESOURCE  POTENTIAL 
Gas has  been reported  from a few  deep coal exploration 

boreholes in the  Tsable River area. The best show was  in  the 
Alvensleben  Tsable  River  ATR-I  borehole  (Cathyl- 
Bickford, 1991). which encountered gassy coal  at a depth of 
approximately  550  metres.  Drilling of ATR-1 was sus- 
pended in 1914  due  to  excessive  gas  pressure in the  hole. 
The  borehole was subsequently  put  into  service  as an 
unlicensed gas well,  serving a forestry  camp,  and  continued 
to produce  gas until  its casing was sheared off by a landslide 
in 1984. 

Given  sufficient maturation, an organic-rich source  rock 
will generate  hydrocarbons  which will migrate  to  fill all 
accessible  pore spaces. In order to form a  significant gas 
accumulation, the source rock must be in communication 

the Tsable River  gas is probably  the  coal beds of the Comox 
with a  reservoir  rock  within an effective  trap.  The  source  of 

bituminous rank, are sufficiently mature  to  have  generated 
Formation.  The  coals, having attained a high-volatile A 

gressive devolatilization of the  coal  during burial and heat- 
significant  quantities of thermogenic  methane  due  to  pro- 

ing with  the  subsiding Georgia  Basin. 

associated with the coals,  the overall thickness  and  organic 
Although  black, carbonaceous  to  coaly  mudstones  are 

matter  content of the mudstones  are  much  less than  those of 
the  coals.  Mudstones  are therefore not  expected  to  have 
been significant sources of gas within the study  area. 

Gas which has been  generated by a maturing  coal bed is 
partially adsorbed by the coal, while  a  portion of the gas is 
released by the coal  and exists in the free state within 
micropores and  fractures in the  coal bed (Das et ol.. 1991). 
The  fate of the free  gas  depends upon the  nature of the roof 
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and floor of the  coal bed from which it was generated. If the 
coal is bounded by permeable rocks  such as conglomerate 
or  sandstone, the free gas will migrate from the  coal  bed  and 
either  accumulate in  a structural  or  stratigraphic  trap 
elsewhere in the  basin,  or be lost by escape to the 
atmosphere. 

include  the sandstones of the  Dunsmuir  and Cowie  mem- 
Possible carrier beds and  reservoirs for coal-sourced gas 

bers. The  Cowie  member is of particular  interest as it 
displays  good  to  exellent  framework sorting, and has fair 
to good  intergranular porosity. The Dunsmuir  sandstones 
are  interbedded with coals and carbonaceous mudstones, 
and are therefore i n  effective  communication with sources 
of gas.  The  Cowie  iandstones  are stratigraphically  isolated. 
and it is more difficult to envisage an effective  migration 
pathway from the Cnmox Cwdk into the Cowie  sandstones 
without  involving venical migration of gas  along faults. The 
sandstones and  conglomerates of the Benson and Cumber- 
land members  are either too  discontinuous  or  too poorly 
sorted to constitute effective reservoirs for  gas. 

are provided by the mudstones and siltstones of the  Trent 
Adequate seals over the Dunsmuir and Cowie sandstones 

River Formation. Significant structural  traps are probably 
present on the upthrown sides of the major northwest- 
trending faults on Denman Island. 

under Denman Island will be approximately 500 to 800 
Drilling depths to the top of the  Dunsmuir sandstone 

metres.  Although  these  are  shallow depths compared with 
most  gas  fields, they are typical of the depth range of most 
coalbed  gas prospects. 

ble wherever the  coal is at depths greater  than 200 metres, 
Production of coalbed  gas by desorbtion  may be practica- 

regardless of the  presence or absence of a  structural or 

however, enhance the  development  potential of coalbed gas 
stratigraphic  trap  (Das et a! . .  1991). Such  traps  may, 

beds. Close associa.tion of clastic  reservoir  rocks  and  coal 
wherever porous reservoir  rocks are in contact with coal 

beds affords improved economics for  coalbed gas produc- 
tion (Wyman, 19841, as gas may  diffuse into adjacent reser- 

production, thus  increasing the effective  drainage area of 
voir rocks i f  a pressure differential is established  during 

each  coalbed gas well. 
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